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We numerically investigated the collimation phenomena in phononic crystal �PC� composites, a
sequenced series of PCs with the same period but different filling ratios. The plane wave expansion
�PWE� method was used to obtain the band diagrams and the equal frequency surfaces of both
single PCs and PC composites. The finite difference time domain �FDTD� method was then utilized
to simulate the propagation of acoustic waves inside a PC composite. The results from both PWE
calculations and FDTD simulations show that in comparison to a single PC, a PC composite can
significantly enlarge the collimation region and realize wide-band acoustic collimation. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2895019�

Photonic crystals are periodic structures that manipulate
the propagation of electromagnetic waves, much like the pe-
riodic potential in a semiconductor crystal affects the motion
of electrons.1,2 In the last decade, photonic crystals have at-
tracted much interest, and many interesting phenomena �such
as band gaps, negative refraction, focusing, and photon tun-
neling� have been observed in these structures.3–7 Recently, it
has been shown that photonic crystals can be used to achieve
the collimation of electromagnetic waves at particular
frequencies.8–10 Since traditional collimation lenses made of
convex and concave lenses are bulky, expensive, and hard to
fabricate, photonic crystal-based collimation lenses could
prove advantageous in many applications, especially in
micro-nanosystems where fabricating small-scale, convex or
concave lenses is challenging.

The concept of collimation can be extended to phononic
crystals �PCs�, which are the acoustic analogs of photonic
crystals. Numerical simulation has shown that acoustic
waves within a narrow band tend to be collimated or guided
into the direction in which propagation is allowed.11 Re-
cently, Qiu and Liu have numerically investigated how the
resonant cavities formed by line defects in PCs affect sound
collimation and signal enhancement.12 These methods have
paved an avenue for PC-based acoustic collimation; how-
ever, they only work within a narrow frequency band, and
thus are not practical for many applications. In this letter, we
present a design that is capable of achieving acoustic colli-
mation in a wide frequency range via PC composites, a se-
quenced series of PCs that have the same period but different
filling ratios.

The two-dimensional PCs employed were composed of
rigid steel cylinders arranged in a square lattice and im-
mersed in water. The material parameters were �
=7.67 g /cm3, CL=6.01 km /s, and CT=3.23 km /s for steel,
and �=1.0 g /cm3 and CL=1.49 km /s for water. � is the den-
sity and CL and CT represent longitudinal and transverse
speeds of sound, respectively. All calculations and simula-
tions in this letter were based on the plane wave
expansion13–16 �PWE� and finite difference time domain
�FDTD� methods.17,18 Figure 1�a� shows the calculated band
diagram of two PCs, PC1 �filling ratio FR=0.545� and PC2

�FR=0.442�, using 121�121 plane waves. The normalized
frequency for the first full band gap of PC1 ranged from
0.504 to 0.650, corresponding to points M1 and X2, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 1�a�, the band gap of PC1 in the �X
orientation extends from point X1 �normalized frequency
=0.333� to X2. Waves in the frequency range between X1 and
M1 are inhibited in the �X orientation.

The ability achieve collimation is realized at flatbands of
PC structures because acoustic waves propagate perpendicu-
larly to the equal frequency surface �EFS� of the structure,
this phenomenon is described by the following equation:
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Band structure �left� and density of states �DOS,
right� of square-lattice PCs composed of steel cylinders in water with filling
ratios of 0.545 �PC1� and 0.442 �PC2�. The frequency was normalized by
2�C /a, where a is the lattice constant and C is the sound velocity in water.
�b� and �c� are the EFS of PC1 and PC2, respectively. The red dotted lines
represent the maximum collimation points and the arrows indicate the
boundaries for the collimation region at different frequencies.
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vg = �k���k�� ,

where vg is the group velocity, ��k� is the angular frequency,
and k is the wave vector. Here we show PC structures dem-
onstrate flatbands in a certain frequency region where inci-
dent waves collimate normal to the flatband �Figs. 1�b� and
1�c��. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, at point X1 in the first band of
PC1, the curvature of the EFS is nearly zero. This implies
that X1 is at the region of maximum collimation �indicated by
black arrows at the boundaries of the collimation region�,
where the incident waves will be directed along the �M ori-
entation. Moreover, the density of states �DOS�, number of
the compositions of �kx ,ky� at a certain angular frequency
�Fig. 1�a��, is inversely proportional to the curvature of the
dispersion curve. Therefore, point X1 gives the maximum
DOS, and incident waves with a range of wave numbers can
be collimated at point X1.

Although acoustic collimation can be achieved through a
single PC structure, such a collimation system can only work
over a narrow frequency range. As the frequency deviates
from point X1, the contour of the EFS will change into a
circular geometry, and only a small portion of the EFS de-
picts a near-zero curvature �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��. Such circu-
lar geometries permit only waves within a certain incident
angle �C to be collimated, thereby limiting the use of single
PC-based acoustic collimation lenses. We devised a wide-
band acoustic collimation lens that is composed of a series of
PCs having the same period but different filling ratios �Fig.
2�. When acoustic waves pass through the first PC �PC1,
FR=0.545�, the incident waves within the critical angle �C1
are collimated along the �M orientation, and remain un-
changed as they propagate through the second PC �PC2,
FR=0.442�. Although not collimated by PC1, the waves out-
side the critical angle �C1 refract toward the center �negative
refraction�19–22 as they pass through PC1. Following that, the
refracted waves of original incident angle less than the criti-
cal angle �C2 ��C2��C1� will be collimated upon propaga-
tion through PC2. Therefore, the PC composite �PC1+PC2�
provides an effective means to enlarge the critical incident
angle. It serves as the basis of an acoustic collimation lens
that focuses waves of a wide frequency range.

To reduce the boundary effects between PC1 and PC2,
the cylinders in both PC1 and PC2 were oriented in a similar
fashion, and the last column of PC1 was positioned exactly at
the periodic frame of PC2 �Fig. 2�. In order to illustrate how
a PC composite affects the collimation characteristics, we
calculated the total critical angle �the maximum incident
angle within which all refracted waves are less than 5° with

respect to the �M orientation� at different frequencies for
PC1, PC2, and PC1+PC2 �Fig. 3�. At �C=60°, the normalized
frequency ranges of the collimation regions for PC1, PC2,
and PC1+PC2 were calculated to be 0.336−0.357 ��f1�,
0.357−0.375 ��f2�, and 0.336−0.375 ��f�, respectively.
Hence, the PC composite significantly enlarges the range of
the collimation region ��f /�f1=185% and �f /�f2=220%�.
We anticipate that when using a series ��2� of PCs, the
range of the collimation region can be further improved.

To verify the calculated results based on the PWE
method, we employed the FDTD method to simulate the col-
limation phenomena of a PC composite within the collima-
tion region ��f =0.336−0.375�. Figure 4�a� is a schematic of
the PC composite used in the FDTD simulation with a point
source placed in the center of the composite. The lattice con-
stant a was assumed to be 8 mm, the size of the PC compos-
ite was 30a�20a, and other parameters used in the FDTD
simulations were the same as those in the PWE calculations.
The simulation results �Figs. 4�b�–4�d�� showed clear colli-
mation phenomena at three different normalized frequencies
�0.340, 0.355, and 0.370� within the collimation region.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic of an acoustic collimation lens comprising
two PCs of the same period but different filling ratios. FIG. 3. �Color online� The dependence of critical angles at normalized

frequency for PC1, PC2, and PC1+PC2. �f1, �f2, and �f are the calculated
collimation regions for PC1, PC2, and PC1+PC2, respectively, assuming
�C=60°.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Schematic of the PC composite used in the FDTD
simulation. Simulated wave propagation inside the PC composite at a nor-
malized frequency of �b� 0.340, �c� 0.355, and �d� 0.370. The light region
and the dark one represent weak and strong amplitudes of the displacement
field, respectively. �e� Simulated wave intensity at x=30a along the Y coor-
dinate indicates that most acoustic waves at frequencies within �f are con-
fined at the center region after passing through the PC composite.
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Quantitative analysis �Fig. 4�e�� based on the FDTD simula-
tion results indicated that for all the frequencies in the colli-
mation range ��f�, most acoustic waves were confined at the
center region after passing through the PC composite. Thus,
the FDTD simulation results coincided with the PWE calcu-
lated results and confirmed that a PC composite can signifi-
cantly enlarge the collimation region and cause wide-band
acoustic collimation.

In conclusion, the collimation phenomena of PC com-
posites were investigated numerically through both PWE and
FDTD methods. The flatbands and the density of states near
the collimation point were the key factors in determining the
collimation characteristics of acoustic waves. An acoustic
collimation lens composed of two PCs �steel cylinders in
water� with different filling ratios was shown to enlarge the
collimation region over a normalized frequency range by a
factor of 185%–220%, thereby realizing wide-band acoustic
collimation. The methodology described in this letter will
prove useful in applications that require confined acoustic
energy flow over long operation distances, such as acoustic
imaging, drug delivery, cell sonoporation, and nondestructive
evaluation.
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